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Introduction
Fifty years later, in 2067 , the world was
transformed by technology. The population size
of the world grew by two billion, and people were
forced to take refuge into larger countries. The
effects of the growth of the population caused
more diseases, excessive energy consumption,
and overall human ignorance caused the rise of
global warming. Most of the animals extinguished
and now people depended on lab grown animals
for food, which are best grown in Natus Relicus
and later traded around the world.

History
When the world began to physically transform itself, as
result of global warming and technological advances, most
countries began to collapse consequently. Disputes
between governments caused many trade treaties and
government policies to dissolve, as there were no longer
conflicts about petroleum, and other traded goods because
they became exhausted. As a result, new governments
emerged, and a group of scientists and modern politicians
united to form what was becoming a new type of a liberal
democracy, which founded its values on modern technology
rather than human interactions.

Flag
Red-orange: color between orange
and red, therefore representing
balance,
enthusiasm, and success.
Yellow lightbulb: represents the
technological boom of this era.
Mint Graph: change in human
interactions

Absolute and Relative Locations
● 61.5240° N, 105.3188° E
● Located in both the northern and
eastern hemispheres, Natus Relicus
borders the Arctic and the Pacific
Ocean.
● It also borders Azerbaijan, Belarus,
China, Estonia, Finland, Georgia,
Kazakhstan, North Korea, Latvia,
Lithuania, Mongolia, Norway,
Poland, and Ukraine.
● Capital: Civitas Lumine

Natus Relicus
Civitas Lumine

Important Geographical Features
● Largest country in the world
● Occupies one-tenth of all the land on
Earth
● It spans 11 time zones across two
continents
● Has coasts on three oceans (the
Atlantic, Pacific, and Arctic).
● Is the home of Gigantiki, the largest
mountain range in the world.

Climate
The country has different types of
climates, depending on the region,
such as: desert, semi arid, humid
continental (cold), tundra and
subarctic. The majority of the
territory has a subarctic climate.

Population
● Origins: English, Spanish,
Portuguese, Italian and
African
● Ethnicity: Mixed
● Average Age: 70 years
● Gender Composition: 6
males in every 10 people
● Population size:
200,000,000

Population
Female to Male Ratio

40%

60%

Anglatine:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Hominople: People
Amorove: Love
Pecuney: Money
Domusly: Family
Gention: Nation
Cietyatis: Society
Raenat: Nature
Jofficium: Job
Cogink: Think
Tempime: Time

Technianity
● In the nation, 90% of the population is a practitioner
of Technianity, a religion that adores smartphones
just as much as televisions or computers. However,
church and state are separated.
● Technological devices are worshipped by those who
believe that technology is the answer to humanity’s
problem: the “members of the Church of Technianity.”
● They pray for the creation of more technological
inventions, but there is no actual institution for this
religion. It is practiced individually, only with the
presence of a technological device.

Culture
● The music both produced and listened to in the country
is mostly electronic music. There is a relatively small
quantity of music produced by electromechanical
means, such as with a violin or drums. Synthesized
melodies roam the streets and the homes of the nation.
● In the museums of the nation, paintings and drawings
are no longer traditional. They are digital paintings or
3D as well as 4D sculptures.
● Families celebrate the Robo Rite every birthday of their
offsprings until they reach the age of 21. In it, sons and
daughters receive an upgrade to their personal robot.

Type of Government and Basic
Government Structure
The government is characterized as a
liberal democracy, and although the
President mainly represents Natus
Relicus, the President and the Prime
Minister share many responsibilities
such as passing laws, signing treaties,
communicating the countries message,
and representing the country in
International affairs.

Liberal Democracy:
● Accountable government to the people
● Free and fair elections
● Peaceful orderly transfer of power from
one government to the next
● Information is freely available to the
citizens
● Protections for rights and liberties
● Toleration of diverse beliefs, opinions,
cultures, and lifestyles

How Laws Are Made
● Every year a caucus is made to review the utility and use of each law, as
many become outdated by technology.
● A bill is introduced to the house of Congress to be voted on.
● If the bill passes one body of Congress, it is then presented to the other
body to go through a similar process to be proposed, discussed and
voted on.
● Once both bodies vote to accept a bill, it is presented to the President
and Prime Minister.
● The President and Prime Minister then considers the bill, and sign them
or vetoes them.

Money
In 2067, all the currency is reflected
technologically and there is neither hard
paper nor coins. To keep the monetary
value of each country, the technological
platform translates the different currencies
and automatically uses it as one. This
system is called Money Translate and it
features all types of currencies. The Natus
Relicus currency is worth .90 cents of every
american dollar.

Type of economy
Natus Relicus trade offers a free trade
perspective with a mixed economy, which
means it mixes socialist values with capitalist
ones. However, since there are no longer
farmers, the demand for trade has lowered.

Type of Agriculture
In this highly industrialized nation,
artificial food is the only source of food
people ingest. As a result, agricultural
products arise from the technological
advances. Therefore, these advances
have not only caused citizens to digest
chemically engineered foods, but also
they have caused a reduction of jobs in
the agriculture department.

Type of industry
● Natus Relicus is a highly technological nation,
which consumes a huge amount of energy to
produce innovative products. As a result, the
most imported products in the country are
natural gas and coal.
● The high-tech exports of the country include
products of the following industries: aerospace,
computer, pharmaceutical, scientific instruments,
lab animal breeding, and electrical machinery.
● All the nonrenewable resources (Fossil fuels like
coal, oil, and gas) are imported.

Military Assets
● Human soldiers have been replaced by
robots. Humanoid robots, which are
considered fully autonomous robots, are
the only members in the country’s military.
● Other robotic systems, such as unmanned
aerial vehicles (drones), have have made
fighter jets obsolete. Strong artificial
intelligence dominates the military of
Natus Relicus, a nation that no longer has a
need for human military soldiers.

Constitution
● The Constitution of Natus Relicus was
adopted in 2021.
● It acknowledges the existence of
Congress and guarantees the
protection of the rights of the people.
● It states that the country will always
“strive to promote technological
progress.” Furthermore, it stipulates
that the country is a liberal
democracy, which will always secure
the power of the people.

World organizations or Treaties
● Liberal Hacker’s Treaty: Was signed in 2021 by United Technologies to
ensure that no country hacks into the system of their counterparts.
● Moon Base Powers Treaty: Was signed in 2034 to ensure that the eight world
powers receive equal territory of the moon for military bases.
● Physical Education Treaty: Since technology became so advanced, schools
started to close and children began learning on their own. This treaty ensures
the right for kids to receive a physical, classroom worthy education twice a
week for them not to lose human interactions.
● National Hunger Robots (NHR): Is a world organization founded by the eight
super powers and supported by United Technologies, which install robots that
produce food in places of massive poverty.
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